Nail Files & Filing - Purple Terminator & Long Lasting Zebra
The 2 Most Popular Tammy Taylor "Nail Files"
"The Tammy Taylor "100-grit Purple Terminator" and Tammy Taylor "180-grit
Long Lasting Zebra" are the 2 files I use to do nails.
I use the Tammy Taylor "100-grit Purple Terminator" to Etch, to Shorten, Shape
and File the Free-edge, and to File down the acrylic when doing Fill-ins. Then I
use the Tammy Taylor "180-grit Long Lasting Zebra" to Shape the Entire Surface
of the Nail, on my Full Sets and on my Fill-Ins.
All of my Nail Files are handmade in the United States (with love, and just a little
use of machines); and they are the highest quality Nail Files made in the world.
The workmanship that goes into my files has been perfected with over 25 years
of experience."
Tammy Taylor


Tammy Taylor "100-grit Purple Terminator"
(disinfectable and washable)
This 100-grit file stays coarse longer than any
other 100-grit on the market. The filing surface on
this file does not smooth down as you use it; the
grits break off and make more grits, so it stays
coarse. This is a great file for etching and heavy
filing on Acrylic Nails and all artificial nails.
(Available in Big and Little sizes)
Tammy Taylor "180-grit Long Lasting Zebra
File"
(disinfectable and washable)
This 180-grit Finishing File has been specially
coated with Zinc Oxide.
"This Nail File, files like a dream; the Zinc Oxide
coating is like a powder coating which helps the
file go across the nail fast and easy, without any tug; which is why I love to use
this file when I am doing the Finishing Filing, on my Full Sets and on my Fill-Ins".
This 180-grit Long Lasting Zebra File is fine enough to smooth and not leave
scratches but coarse enough to shape the nail easily. For filing smooth, the top
of acrylic or any other artificial nails.
(Available in Big and Little sizes)
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ETCH - The T.T. 100 grit Purple Terminator is the
best file for etching. Proper etching will eliminate
75% of lifting.
(All 10)

FILE - File the nails in 5 Steps.
1. Left Side (All 10)
2. Right Side (All 10)
3. Nail Tip (free-edge) (All 10)

4a. Cuticle & Contour (All 10)
4b. Road
5. Clients Angle (All 10)

Filing the Free-Edge angle:
(100 grit Purple Terminator)
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Tilting your file to get the desired tip shape:
90 degree angle
= Square
45 degree angle
= Square-Oval
almost flat
= Oval
File back and forth across tip of free-edge until the desired shape is achieved
4a Cuticle and Contour area
(T.T. Long Lasting Zebra File)
Bevel up one side of the nail, across the top and
bevel down the other side, using the exclusive
Tammy Taylor “Horseshoe Pattern". Continue the
same motion all the way to the free-edge.
9-4b Road- File around cuticle area making sure
there is a little road between the acrylic and the
cuticle.

5 Client’s Angle
(T.T. Long Lasting Zebra file)
Use the Zebra file and file the client’s angle. While
pointing client’s fingertips towards them, look at the
same angle the client will be looking at. The client
will be looking at this angle for the next two weeks,
it must look good to them!

Get your Tammy Taylor Nail Files Today
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